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1. CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The aim of resource-sharing computer network is to usefully interconnect
through geographically distributed hardware, software and human resources.
Internet successfully becomes a framework that allows resource-sharing and
communication between users.  Internet-applications oriented have increased rapidly.
However, the supporting services on the network have grown very slowly and
limited on standardization and manual.  To overcome this problem, active network
exploits programmable infrastructure to provide rapid and specialized services.
Active network is a novel approach to network architecture in which
customized programs are executed within the network [1].  Two key benefits of
active network are: enable new applications that leverage computation within the
network, and accelerate the pace of innovation by decoupling services from
underlying infrastructure.  The emerging of active network, which is flexible to
handle new network services, is expected to solve the remaining problems on today’s
Internet.
2On the active network, nodes are important component which need special
protection.  Many sensitive information and critical resources for supporting packet
processing on nodes can damage if malicious intruder forges them.  Potential threats
to nodes may come from injected packets into the network, or from the local users of
nodes.
Network Security can be expected to secure the nodes from any threats.  In
fact, cryptography is a major enabling technology for network security, and access
control is the heart of the network security.  A right implementation of access control
for handling active packets and knowing who is currently running the application
will decrease security risk [50].  For the reason, the user that injects customized
program to the network should be identified, and then privileged access should be
managed appropriately by the network security.  Moreover, un-trusted codes from
the network should get special concern too.
This thesis presents a network security concept to secure the active network
by providing a pluggable security services.  The security services force
authentication and management access control (authorization) process to the local
users and the network packets.
1.2 Background
Traditional network has several security concerns regarding its resources, i.e.:
security of the residing data within host, the data being sent over the network, the
applications on host, the Central Processing Unit (CPU), and the bandwidth available
on communications links.  A hostile party may want to steal these resources or to
damage them.
3Besides having the same security interest as the internet, the active network
also interests on the security of active packets or capsules.  In addition, there are two
general research categories of the active network security [2].  The first deals with
the more traditional notion of security, which includes authentication, access control,
policies and enforcement.  The second category mostly focuses on protection of
nodes against mobile code originating in foreign domains, and protection of capsules
or code from malicious hosts.
For active network nodes, security is important. This is due to the fact that the
active nodes could be used as a server application and as a router in which the router
allows the network to contact with the rest of the world.  It is no doubt that the nodes
must be safe, reliable and efficient to handle all of their tasks.  For the reason, the
nodes should have capability to authenticate their users before granting any
permission to the node’s services or resources.  They should also be equipped with
ammunitions to protect their self or their assets from any malicious threats.  It has
been reported by many researches that there are several security threats on active
network namely denial of service, address spoofing, and virus (see Chapter 2).  In
summary, preserving resources are important, and should become main security
concern of the nodes because many entities in the real world can attack them directly
or by obscure manner.
In general, active network can be divided into two groups, they are discrete
active network and integrated active network.  Detail description about discrete and
integrated active network will be presented on chapter 2.  The SwitchWare is an
example of the discrete active network.  Meanwhile, MIT’s ANTS, UTAH’s ANTS
(this is a successor and mirror of MIT’s ANTS, see 2.4), NetScript and PLAN are
integrated active networks.  In addition, both of Active Network Transport System
(ANTS) are tools for developing active network based on capsules.  The main
characteristics of the ANTSes are flexibility and programmability.  Many new
services on the network can be developed and deployed easily by using this tool.
4The ANTSes are just equipped with simple security.  Wetherall [3] describes
that the security concept on those ANTSes are like sand-box in Java, where
execution of un-trusted codes are separated in a restricted area (referred as Execution
Environment - EE) to limit the codes access the shared resources.  There are some of
weaknesses of the ANTS, i.e.: the nodes do not provide any type of users
authentication or traditional security schemes, the nodes lack to identify who is
running their services, and the nodes have no capability to authorize arbitrary
capsules and users.  Additionally, the nodes just protect the capsules integrity by
using MD5 fingerprint to ensure that there are no malicious in byte codes of the
capsules.  In conclusion, the nodes are risky and vulnerable of attacks.  It can be
imagined that many security accidents could be emerged by packets without active
codes in traditional network, such as trojans and viruses, what did the security
disasters strike the nodes if the packets carried active-codes.?
In fact, the ANTS (from this point forward, the “ANTS” without additional
information will refer to UTAH’s ANTS) has no safety mechanism to prevent the
capsule to be corrupted by other capsule in the node cache.  Meanwhile, Van [4]
informs that it is difficult to guarantee the uniqueness of a MethodID for individual
capsule type, because different user writing different capsule classes can accidentally
use the same MethodID.  It is clear that additional security mechanisms are necessary
to ensure the node safety. Thus, access control management should be introduced to
limit the capability of these capsules.
Refer to the weaknesses of the node, development of additional security is
necessary, especially to strengthen the node against threats, i.e: from the nodes local
users and the capsules.  This security mechanism relies on Java 2 security features,
such as Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS) and Java
Cryptography Architecture (JCA).
51.3 Problem Statements
The open issues described in the previous section lead to some research
questions to be solved in this study as follows:
1. How to design secure node architecture.
2. How to design and develop the security extension.
3. How the security extension can be integrated to the node for guarding the
node from un-trusted capsule and node local users in the active network.
4. How Java 2 security features encryption technology – JCA, and
“authentication and authorization” (JAAS) – can be implemented to the
security extension architecture.
From these points, the main research question can be mention as:
“How to develop and introduce security services for guarding the active
network node from its local users and capsules”
1.4 Research Objectives
The objectives of this research are:
§ To design secure node architecture, a top-down enforcement policy to active
packets and node users.
§ To develop security modules based on the secure node architecture.
§ To modify the Node Operating System (Node OS) abstraction for to support
the security modules
§ To integrate the security modules in the modified Node OS.  This is known as
SJANTS, a prototype of secure active network incorporates authentication
and authorization on the active network node.  The prototype is based on
6UTAH’S ANTS which does not provide security services related these
authentication and authorization mechanisms.
§ To evaluate the effectiveness of cryptography algorithms applied on the
prototype (for supporting authentication process).  The variables evaluated
are the response time and memory consumption.
§ To evaluate the effectiveness of security enforcement applied on the local
users and injected simulation capsule.
1.5 Theoretical Framework
In this research, active network security is rooted from field of the active
network based on capsule.  The high-level architecture of the active network node is
shown in Figure 1.1.  In this Figure, the architecture has tree layers level; they are
active application (AA), Execution Environment (EE) and NodeOS layer.  The detail
description of this architecture can be found in section 2.2.4.
Figure 1.1 Active Network Node Architecture
In the active network, a node operating system (NodeOS) manages the
resources such as memory regions, CPU cycles and link bandwidth, and multiplexes
packets among multiple execution environments (EEs) running on the node.  In order
7to support the porting EEs to multiple underlying NodeOSes, a NodeOS interface is
specified by the NodeOS working group [9].
The objectives of the NodeOS interface are to support fast network packets
forwarding and fine-grained quality of service.  It defines the following five primary
abstractions of system resources:
§ Thread Pool
§ Memory Pool
§ Channel
§ File System
§ Flow: a flow is a sequence of packets satisfying some predefined
attributes of interests.
Section 2.4.2.1 will detail all of these abstractions.
In summary, the current NodeOS research focuses on high performance,
extensibility, and resource management.  The NodeOS interface doesn’t explicitly
specify any security API, and there is little research on explicit security support for
authentication, authorization, integrity, and dynamic access control on this network.
Fortunately, Java 2 Security evolved an attractive concept to provide fine-
grained access control, configurable policy, extension of security checks to all Java
programs, including its applications as well as applets.  It is believed that the new
concept of the Java Security would cover the weakness of sand-box concept in active
network - EE.  Figure 1.3 describes a new approach security of Java (JAAS).
8Figure 1.2 Security architecture in Java 2
Refer to Java 1.xx Security concept, all local code is trusted; otherwise
anything from network is un-trusted.  Gong [10] stated that this built-in security
concept was no longer available in Java 2.  In Java 2, the local code is subjected to
the same security control as applets.  As a result, this enables such code to effectively
run as totally trusted.  The Java 2 security model also has introduced the concept of a
ProtectionDomain which permitted a highly flexible security policy to be
decoupled from its implementation.
Although cryptography and security are two distinct subjects, the security
relies on the cryptography in many ways.  In Java, the native cryptography library is
both of Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA) and Java Cryptography Extension
(JCE).  This research has applied the cryptography to encrypt the user password and
to maintain the integrity of injected code in the network.
1.6 Scopes
Some limitations are applied to research activity in order to keep the
observation on its place.  They can be mentioned as follows:
9§ The prototype runs on Java 1.3.X and focuses in small active network.
§ Active packets from this network (SJANTS – our prototype) will be
granted as un-trusted entity, i.e. RemoteUsers.  Thus, all of the packets get
same enforcement with limited access to NodeOS resources and services.
§ Security only focuses on the node of the active network; no address
protection of capsules from malicious host or node.
§ The security test has not been performed on the ANTS because the ANTS
applies no security.
1.7 Contributions
Contribution of this research can be viewed from few different perspectives
as follows:
§ From the active network perspective, there is a challenge to explore active
network technology; a new concept to improve the active network has
been addressed by providing security services on its node.  This includes
how the node handles it’s the local users and the un-trusted capsule.  This
is due to avoiding of attack which may disturb its operation.
§ From access control point of view, a user management access control
“role based access control” has been introduced to give administrators a
capability for granting or revoking permission to its own user.
§ From active network technology, our prototype “The SJANTS” fixed also
the problems as deprecated classes and upgraded codes UTAH’S ANTS
for running in JDK 1.3.X.
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1.8 Thesis Organization
This section presents how this thesis is organized.  This thesis has five
chapters, i.e.: Introduction, Literatures Review, Research Methodology, Result and
Discussion, and Conclusion and Future Works.
Chapter I: Introduction, this chapter introduces topic consisting eleventh
sections: Overview, Background, Statements of the Problems, Research Objective,
Theoretical Framework, Scope, Research Contribution, and Thesis Organization.
Chapter II: Literature Review, this chapter presents current studies in the area
of active network, followed by discussion of security requirements in active network,
java security and cryptography related this research.
Chapter III: Research Methodology, this chapter describes the methodology
of the research which is conducted on: how the research is setup, which data is
analyzed and observed and what experiment will be held.
Chapter IV: Result and Discussion: this chapter details the result achievement
of the research. An inclusive discussion for analyzing the result of testing is also
addressed in the chapter.
Chapter V: Conclusion and Future Works: this chapter describes conclusion
and Future Works of the research.
